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Introduction
Single and complex quality indexes are used for complex object quality evaluation. Software tools (ST), according to which the ST quality index is a quantitative measure, used for estimating the degree, to which the ST possesses this quality, can be given as the example of the complex object. Most of the quality indexes are ordinal values and are evaluated on ordinal scalesnumerical or verbal, continuous or discrete [1] .
Quality indexes can be single and complex. Single quality index is the ST quality index, characterizing one of its features, while complex quality index is an integral quality index, characterizing several features and is estimated by combining (aggregating) single quality indexes.
When evaluating the ST quality in the form of the profile, there is a set of ST features (single indexes), whish need to be characterized qualitatively or quantitatively, and to be compared with the original ST profile, which is taken as a standard.
Complex indexes are determined by a hierarchic structure as shown in the Fig. 1 , where the hierarchic structure of the complex ST quality index of ''Universality'', consisting of criteria (flexibility, mobility and modification ability), metrics and single quality indexes is given. 
where G is the quantity of evaluating elements m gi in the metric M i ( g G = 1.. ); g is the evaluating element number, m gi is the value of the evaluating element of the metric M i by the numerical scale.
Estimating the complex index (criterion) P j is carried out by aggregating metrics values, taking into account the corresponding weight coefficients according to the formula:
where M ij is the value of the і-th metric, which is the part of the j-th complex quality index, criterion ( i K j = 1 2 , ... ), ρ i is weight coefficients of metrics. The final value of the complex index of "Universality" is found as follows:
where ρ j is weight coefficients of criteria. Therefore, the problem of calculating the complex index includes determining weight coefficients and independent single indexes.
Literature data analysis
Many works were devoted to the issue of finding weight coefficients. Thus, [2] deals with determining weight coefficients by an adequate statistics median, since the scale for determining weight coefficients is the ordinal scale. The disadvantage of the median as the distribution centre estimate is its high uncertainty as compared to the arithmetic mean, especially with a small number of experts, involved in the evaluation. In the work [2] , using the Walsh median for reducing the uncertainty as the expert evaluation result accuracy estimate is proposed.
When using weight coefficients for estimating the complex quality index by the formulae (3), all quality indexes are numerical. And since the part of single quality indexes is expressed on verbal ordinal scales, arithmetization of the verbal ordinal indexes scale is required [3] . However, the experts, performing ordinal measurements, do not always agree with the arithmetization of verbal and character scales, as they believe that arithmetization needs introducing the concept of distance between the expressions of ordinal values, which is absent in verbal and character scales [4] . Indeed, arithmetization is correct for fully numerical ordinal scales (associative ordinal scales) and when it is introduced into the single indexes estimation procedure, many conditions are to be met (scaling for particular single indexes, normalizing, etc.). Therefore, along with using the arithmetization, the methods for using operators, which allow carrying out procedures with a set of verbal (character) quality indexes or samples without arithmetization, are developed. Particularly, it concerns the union (aggregating) operators [5] , namely the median, OWA, T-norm and T-conorm. Evaluating the uncertainty in determining the character ordinal scale is considered in [6] , and the dispersion measure is determined by Blair and Lacy [7] .
Therefore, if aggregation is carried out by the formula (1) or (2) with weight coefficients equal to one, it can be applied both for numerical and verbal indexes, using special operators. Evaluating metrics can be carried out based on the set of single numerical indexes or using special operators for the same indexes, presented in verbal quality scales.
The result of verbal scale arithmetization is presented as the combined (hybrid) scale, including two scales -verbal and numerical (Table 1) [8] . If this scale is used for single indexes (evaluation elements), under certain conditions two methods for aggregating single indexes in both scales can be proposed. Hence, it is necessary to determine the conditions, under which the results of aggregation, conducted with data in different scales, will coincide (or not) within certain boundaries.
Problem statement. When evaluating the objects quality, verbal-numerical scales are used, where along with quantitative estimates of scale points or equivalence classes boundaries, their verbal interpretation is presented. The objective of the paper lies in comparing the results of aggregating single quality indexes, given in verbal and numerical ordinal scales, obtained due to the arithmetization of these verbal scales. The aggregation result is the complex quality index, obtained based on the set of single indexes (provided that weight coefficients are equal to one).
The research task lies in creating a characteristic for the complex quality index scale, i.e. the compliance matrix between the equivalence classes of numerical and verbal scales, and finding an additional characteristic, which would allow estimating the compliance degree between the data aggregation results on numerical and verbal scales.
Aggregation operators for verbal scales
Aggregation operators for verbal scales can be used only for metrics and complex indexes, higher in the hierarchy, which weight coefficients are equal to one.
One of aggregation operators in verbal scales is the median. However, the median can be used only with odd number of single quality indexes in the quality profile. With an even number, additional conditions must be introduced.
Aggregation operators, which in turn are based on the T-norm and T-conorm operators can be used for verbal scales. Aggregation operators include the weight function, which is determined by the verbal scale and ordinal numbers of ranked quality profile and the collection function (using the T-norm and T-conorm operators).
The emulator of an arithmetic mean for verbal scales is the OWA operator [9] . The operator is defined as:
where Q k ( ) is the weight function of the OWA operator, Int{ } ⋅ is the nearest integer function { } ⋅ , t is the number of points (if the scale is discrete) or equivalence classes of the scale (quasiorder scale), n is the number of single indexes in the quality profile, q k is the single index of the profile, ranked in descending order of quality level.
However, when using the formulas in this way, there may be situations when the result of determining the weight function elements is ambiguous, for example, S f E k ( ) { , } = 1 5 . In this case, the rounding-off rule must be set as well. Therefore, the authors proposed to use the OWA operator, the weight function is defined as S f
1 , where E{ } ⋅ is the integer.
Comparison of aggregation results for verbal-numerical scales
To obtain the aggregation result, the quality profile is represented with the evaluation results of single indexes values by the numerical scale and with appropriate quality levels -by the verbal.
The profile components are ranked in descending order of quality level, and q k is a single index number in the ranked (in descending order of quality) profile. The example of the initial data representation using the scale in the Table 1 is given in the Table 2 . Table 2 Initial data for aggregation: a is the five-component profile, b is the three-component profile Aggregation operator for the full numerical scale is the arithmetic mean that on the example of the Table 2 is equal to 0.52. By the verbal scale of the complex index of the Table  1 , it corresponds to the "Medium" quality level.
When using the OWA operator, we obtain: 
Thus, the aggregation result of the verbal quality indexes corresponds to the aggregation result of single indexes values on the arithmetic mean.
However, such compliance does not always occur. It is possible to give an example of the profile, consisting of three single quality indexes of the Table 2 (b) , and their quality level is also determined by the scale of the Table 1 . Then, the complex index value on the arithmetic mean is 0.8, which corresponds to the "High" level. However, when determining the quality level by verbal ensemble indexes and the OWA operator, we obtain:
that is the quality level by verbal indexes s ''Middle". Noncompliance in results when determining the quality level on the verbal and numerical scales is explained by the stair-stepping effect of the weight function. This especially concerns the values, which are close to the boundaries between the equivalence classes that occurred in the above example.
Having analyzed the weight function of the OWA operator, it can be concluded that the middle equivalence class covers most of the possible combinations of quality levels of separate indexes. Having used the interval analysis rules, possible boundaries (high and low) of adjacent crossing equivalence classes can be determined. In these areas, the conclusions on referring quality levels to different equivalence classes on the numerical and verbal scale of the Table 3 are possible. Table 3 The boundaries of the complex index on the quality profile with three single indexes, the quality level which is defined by the scale of the As is shown in the Table 3 , the full compliance of solutions on referring to a certain equivalence class on the verbal and numerical scale will be only for the HHH, MMM, LLL profiles, that is "High", "Middle" and "Low" both on the verbal and numerical scales. For other profiles, there is a certain probability of solutions convergence on the verbal and numerical scale for the complex indexes, numerical values of which are located at the intersection of the corresponding equivalence classes of the Table 3 . To find the probabilities, complex indexes boundaries, corresponding to verbal profiles on the numerical scale were used.
When constructing fuzzy numbers in these boundaries in the form of Gaussians with a carrier, corresponding to the boundaries, the center and dispersion (standard de-
) placement parameter, which is then used to calculate the probability of finding the result in a particular equivalence class, was found. For example, for the HHM profile, located within 0,57-0,9 on the numerical scale, the fuzzy number carrier is from 0.7 to 0.9 in the "High" equivalence class and from 0.57 to 0.7 in the "Middle" equivalence class that corresponds to the "High" solution with the probability 0.52 and "Middle" with the probability 0.48.
The quality characteristic of setting the verbal-numerical scale of the complex quality index is the compliance matrix of verbal and numerical equivalence classes [10] . In the Table 4 , the scale compliance matrix of complex quality index, which consists of three single indexes (on the verbal-numerical scale of the Table 1 ) is given. The perfect compliance matrix consists of ones on the diagonal and zeros in the other cells. Real matrix has the incompliance region of equivalence classes, defined on the verbal and numerical scale, which is close to the value, dividing the equivalence classes. To reflect the uncertainty degree in defining the equivalence class, the probability for finding the complex quality index in a certain equivalence class, the dependence of which on the complex index numerical value is shown in the Fig. 2 , can be used. Table 4 The compliance matrix of the scale of complex quality index, consisting of three single indexes The probability of finding the complex quality index in the corresponding equivalence classes is determined by the curves crossing (Fig. 2) with a vertical line, drawn from the point, corresponding to the complex quality index value on the number axis. For example, for the HMMML profiles of the Table 2 , the complex index value on the verbal scale is "Medium", by the numerical scale 0.52, which also corresponds to "Medium". The results coincide that can be demonstrated using the intersection of the vertical line with the probability curves, as a result, the complex quality index with the probability 1 refers to the "Medium" equivalence class. For the HHM profile, the complex quality index value by the verbal scale corresponds to the "Medium" equivalence class, but on the numerical scale it is equal to 0.8, which corresponds to the "High" equivalence class with the probability 0.8 (Fig. 2) . Hence, there is the probability, which equals to 0.2 on referring the quality index to the "Medium" equivalence class. Fig. 2 . The probability on referring the quality index P to the corresponding verbal scale equivalence class "Low", "Medium", "High"
When using the profile with a larger number of single indexes, the number of profiles, which can be referred to the extreme equivalence classes increases, as a result, there is a smooth change in the probability of referring the adjacent equivalence classes of the Table 5 .
That is, if the decision is taken by the maximum probability, there will be a complete correspondence between referring the numerical and verbal scales to a certain equivalence class. Table 5 The compliance matrix of the scale of complex quality index, consisting of four single indexes Having analyzed the results, the solution by the complex index of four single indexes is unambiguous by both the numerical and verbal scales, for the HHHM profile by the verbal scale: "High", by the numerical scale: ("High"/ 0.87; "Medium"/ 0.13), and the final solution will be made by the maximum probability, that is "High".
Conclusions
When determining the quality of complex objects, particularly software tools, the problem of evaluating the complex quality index is often solved using single quality indexes. For full numerical scales, this problem is provided by the established procedures.
But there is a set of single quality indexes, for which verbal or verbal-numerical scales are determined. Then, the complex quality index value can be calculated on the numerical scale, and the equivalence class or quality level of the complex index on the verbal scale can be determined by the aggregating (combining) operator of verbal or character data.
The ranked quality profile, i.e. a set of single quality indexes, ordered by the quality level was used as the output characteristic for estimating the equivalence class on the verbal scale.
